
ACCESSORIESEZ ACCESSORIES

SEAMING TAPE
Featured as a double-sided non-adhesive, our seam tape is 12 inches wide and 

works great for any synthetic turf seaming process. Seaming tape is available 

at any custom length with a maximum length of 328 feet per roll. 
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SUPERSEAM
 With the challenges that synthetic turf installers face everyday when it comes 

to synthetic turf seam integration. SUPERSEAM is the answer! The Superseam  

is made of very high strength Aluminum has great hardness, tensile and fa-

tigue strength. It also is lightweight and can withstand high stress for its lon-

gevity in miles of Superseaming.

ezSEAM 50 KIT
The ezSEAM 50 seaming kit comes complete with a 4L green synthetic turf ad-

hesive, 50’ linear feet of seaming tape and instructions.

SEAMING GLUE
 This 4L green synthetic turf adhesive is a single part, moisture cure urethane 

adhesive designed specifically for bonding various substrates to the backing 

of artificial turf. XGS is the highest quality turf adhesive available, giving every 

contractor and installer the opportunity to experience a safe and successful 

installation! 
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ROOFTOP AIRFIELD
AirField Systems is the leading provider of synthetic drainage for sustainable 

sports fields and rooftop applications. The AirDrain Systems 100% vertical and 

horizontal drainage capabilities eliminates the need for traditional base drain-

age systems, such as herringbone trenching or flat pipe etc. only needing pe-

rimeter or exit drains. -
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GEOTEXTILE 4.2oz
4.2 oz. woven, needle punched, polypropylene fabric designed for professional 

and commercial use. MAnufactured to the highest standards for the profes-

sional contractor or retail consumer who demands high grade commercial 

products.

PLAYGROUND FOAM PADDING
PlayLiteTM panels provide superior drainage and impact absorption necessary 

for safe outdoor and indoor play areas. Manufactured in Canada, our Play-

Lite™ panels are available in different thicknesses, eliminating the use of an ex-

pensive aggregate layer. PlayLite Play Products are made from 100% recycled 

materials,which help you obtain LEED® Credit for your projects

ezDRAIN
ezDrain is designed as a technically advanced drainage for synthetic turf ap-

plications.  It consists of a heavy duty sheet cupaged under heat and pressure 

to form a high compression, high flow drainage core which is then cut into 

seperate sheets to allow for expansion and contraction and bonded to a layer 

of non-woven fabric.
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DELUXE PUTTING GREEN ACCESSORY KIT
(1) PGA Regulation Bright White 6” Composite Cup (Holds 9 balls)

(1) 30” Fiberglass Pin Markers 

(1) Flag

Attached Ball Lifter disks eliminate having to bend over to clear cups

Put this is your yard and be the envoy of all of your golfing buddies!
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